




HOW IT MAY LOOK LIKE



https://the-art-of-autism.com/understanding-the-spectrum-a-comic-strip-explanation/

https://the-art-of-autism.com/understanding-the-spectrum-a-comic-strip-explanation/


Let’s not forget that 
often, Autism may not 
be a single diagnosis. 
There are many 
comorbidities that can 
exist with the disorder.





CAN YOU TELL WHICH ONE OF THEM HAVE AUTISM?

Fact: 
People with 
Autism look the 
same as anybody 
else. It is their 
mannerisms and 
behaviours that 
make them 
stand apart.

Individuals with Autism should look different



https://www.theartfaculty.sg/?utm_source=aas-website&utm_medium=quicklinks&utm_campaign=onsite&utm_content=textlink

https://www.theartfaculty.sg/?utm_source=aas-website&utm_medium=quicklinks&utm_campaign=onsite&utm_content=textlink


Having Autism means having a 
special talent or gift.

FACT

• Every individual is Unique. The ones who have been highlighted in media 
do not actually represent the rest in the community.

• Fact is, there is a larger majority who are struggling to lead independent 
and meaningful lives.



They do not make eye-contact

FACT

• Autism affects individuals in varying ways.

• Not every individual with Autism have difficulties with eye-contact so it 
should not be a determining factor to decide if a person has Autism. 

• More importantly, maintaining appropriate eye-contact can be taught.



They don’t want friends. 

Fact

• Many on the spectrum have spoken about their desire to 
make and keep friends. However, due to their 
impairment in social communication, it is extremely 
challenging for them to relate to others and to seek 
understanding and acceptance from others.

• In fact, many either get bullied or is simply left out.

• Therefore, it is easier for them to give up trying. 

• What they actually need are friends who can understand 
their communication styles and accept them for their 
unique ways. 

• Social skills education is also vital for them to understand 
how to interact and interpret social contexts.  



Autism can be cured

FACT

• It cannot be cured. 

• Instead, individuals can be taught skills and society can be taught 
ways to communicate with the community and to accept them for 
their uniqueness.





Thank you for your attention

Melissa Yeo
AED LBS

https://youtu.be/xU2MegkqIxQ

https://youtu.be/mtRYKjucDHk

https://youtu.be/wc77MksM_2c

Some useful videos (link below)
Awareness + acceptance = inclusion

https://youtu.be/xU2MegkqIxQ
https://youtu.be/mtRYKjucDHk
https://youtu.be/wc77MksM_2c

